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Source of marine litter
Litter may have travelled great distances from inland
before it is transported to the coast and into oceans by
wind, rivers and canals. On a global scale, 80 per cent of
discharges are from land-based sources. Information on
sources and pathways of marine litter is essential to
identify operative, efficient and cost-effective measures to
prevent and reduce inputs of litter to the marine
environment.

The following sources are considered the most common (Ökoinstitut 2011):

Source: Ökoinstitut 2012
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Current data from the European Commission indicate that the following sources in particular are responsible for
the discharge of plastic waste: rain water run-off, sewage system overflow especially after heavy rains, tourism,
illegal deposition of waste into the landscape, industrial activity, improper transport of plastic pellets, cosmetic
agents, plastic blasting agents used for cleaning ship hulls at shipyards, and polyacrylic fibres washed from
clothing (COM(2013) 123 final). Findings are not consistent across Europe, however, and vary greatly depending on
region.

Sources of marine litter in different marine regions:
•

North-East Atlantic: Maritime activities – fishing, commercial shipping, ferries and cruise shipping,
leisure boat traffic, offshore installations and aquaculture facilities – and land-based tourism account for
about 40 per cent of waste input. Other sources include discharges from municipal waste through rivers
and canals, and solid waste from industrial facilities, dumpsites or sewage systems near the coast.

•

Baltic Sea: The majority of the finds can be traced to consumer waste, with a high share of household
goods and equipment associated with tourism (including toiletries). Its input path is rivers and coastlines.
The greatest sea-based source of input is the fishing industry.

•

Mediterranean Sea: Land-based sources account for the majority: about 40-50 per cent of litter input
owes to tourism, with volumes rising significantly during the holiday season. An estimated additional 40
per cent consists of household items (including toiletries). In addition to inputs from the fishing industry,
cigarette butts are also present on a substantial scale along the Mediterranean.

•

Black Sea: Relatively little data is available, and the results of investigations differ both regionally and
locally. Some data points to municipal waste which is discharged in sewage, e.g. from poorly managed
dumpsites, as a dominant factor. Next are inputs from maritime transport, ports and coastal tourism.
Investigations at beaches near Constanţa in Romania, however, indicate that the main local source of
input is tourism (inland and coastal), followed by part-time fisheries. Many household items (including
toiletries) are also found. Illegal fishing activities are also identified repeatedly as a major source.
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